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he told me the Amharic names of all the birds that flew
over the radiator. He added to his capacities that of mastery
over the automobile. We were three in front of the lorry ;
when the driver seemed to be tiring—the track was that
of a switchback with alternate rocks and holes instead
of rails—Ali Nur took the wheel and drove with an incredible
care and smoothness. A slow puncture was noticed long
before I detected anything odd, and the tyre repaired and
replaced in twenty minutes. It had to be repaired : Ali
Nur, who was also generous to a fault, had given our spare
wheel to another lorry in difficulties ten kilometres back.
Asthma was a complaint of Ali Nur's. At a stop he said
" azma " to me in his funny stutter, and took a small tin
out of a kitbag at the back of the lorry. It contained a
bottle and a hypodermic syringe. I wondered what this
world was in which I travelled, as a regenerate Somali
brigand in khaki delicately injected pituitary into a sporting
Wallamo.
Nightfall in the Harrar mountains was a rich purple
blush in the sky behind black walls of rock. Flying foxes
sped across our headlights as we fetched up against another
corrugated iron gate, where a sleepy porter rubbed white
encrustrations out of his eyes to recognise the permit of Ali
Nur. We rolled down the eastern side of the pass of Karra-
marra in deep night. Huge clouds of dust in the flat, no
trees, half-hidden lights rimming the doors of houses scarcely
outlined along a dark street, a wind steadily cooling from
the south told me that we were in Jijiga, headquarters of
the Ogaden.
Three or four Ethiopians flashed torches. We stopped.
I was taken into a two-roomed house, behind the usual
Ethiopian palisade. With grave courtesy I was shown
the lavatory, which was altogether salubrious.
As they led me back to the dining-room, where a feast of
sardines and various kinds of wot, the Ethiopian curry,
was ready, they explained to me that these modest but
cleanly quarters of mine were the town house of Gerazmatch
Afewerk, Director of Jijiga and the Ogaden, now commanding
the advanced posts on the Fafan and the Webbe Shcbeli.
Ali Nur is a hero-worshipper, " He has been nine months
solid in the Ogaden—there's a soldier for

